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Overview
Red fluorescent light beds are an ineffective spin-off of cold laser
photobiomodulation beds. It’s important to know the difference when in
the market for authentic photobiomodulation therapy systems are
effective in activating cellular energy, which can provide a myriad of health
benefits with no-known health risks.
BE CAUTIOUS WHEN BUYING A SYSTEM THAT CLAIMS TO DELIVER
CELLULAR-LEVEL HEALING
Some tanning bed manufacturers replace harmful UV ray fluorescent tube
lights with red tinted fluorescent tube lighting. Then resell those tanning
beds as red light therapy systems. Fluorescent light systems DO NOT emit
enough irradiance to revitalize the mitochondria and deliver photo-cellular
healing. The systems may provide some level of anti-wrinkling, but clients
will be disappointed if they’re expecting wellness benefits beyond that.
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Fluorescent Lighting
Fluorescent tube lighting is a low-pressure mercury-vapor gas-discharged
lamp that produces visible red tinted light. An electric current in the gas
excites the mercury-vapor, producing a short-wave of ultraviolet light
which causes the phosphor coating on the inside of the lamp to glow.
The light waves are dispersed rather than concentrated, which only
allows for the light to be absorbed into the outer layer of skin. This is why
fluorescent red light beds advertise their use-case as “Cosmetic Body
Care.” Since the light is dispersed, it can help reduce wrinkles but does not
penetrate deep enough to provide cellular healing benefits, like the Prism
full-body cold laser Light Pod.
Typical fluorescent light beds are built to hold 24 - 32 “red” (in actuality,
pink light when dispersed) tubes within the bed. Fluorescent lamps using
a magnetic power line frequency ballast do not administer concentrated
light; rather, they flicker at twice the supply frequency. This flicker results
in a fluctuation of light output and color temperature. On average,
fluorescent tube lights last up to 9,000 hours. Over time, fluorescent
lamps can begin to flicker at a lower frequency due to a dynamic
instability inherent in the negative resistance of the plasma source. The
imbalance can be a consequence of a faulty lamp, ballast, starter or poor
power connection. Fluorescent tube lights were designed to emit less
heat than traditional incandescent light bulbs at a lower cost. However, in
comparison to LED lights, fluorescent lights emit much more heat which
can increase health and safety risks.
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Risks of Fluorescent Lighting
The US E.P.A classifies fluorescent lights as hazardous waste due to the
mercury- vapor and recommends that fluorescent lamps be separated
from general waste for recycling or safe disposal. Fluorescent light can
have hazardous effects on the body dispersing harmful UV rays unto the
skin which increases risk of cancer. The FDA classifies tanning beds as a
Class I device, requiring warning labels which emphasize the device's
risk, invasiveness, and impact on the patient's overall. The red/pink tubes
carry less harmful UV-Rays than tanning bed light tubes, but still emit UVRays.
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Red Light Therapy
Red light therapy is a natural and non-invasive way to harness health
benefits like anti-aging, chronic pain relief, reduced inflammation and
even weight-loss.
With the proper intensity and frequency, red light can penetrate the skin’s
outermost layer, and be absorbed within the cells of tissue, nerves, muscles
and bones. When red light is absorbed at a cellular level, the mitochondria
within each cell is activated which increases ATP production. Adenosine
triphosphate (ATP), the energy protein produced, is used for all
physiological movements and functions such as muscle contractions,
sleeping, walking, cellular repair and healing. Traditionally red light
therapy has only been administered via handheld devices.
Red light therapy is also commonly referred to as photobiomodulation
therapy (PBMT), low level light therapy (LLLT) and cold-laser therapy. It has
been used since the mid-seventies and gained popularity when it was used
by NASA. Prism Light Pod has optimized the technology and made it
possible for entrepreneurs and business owners to offer this innovative and
safe healing modality to their clients. Prism Light Pod is one of two
companies that invented the full-body photobiomodulation system in the
early 2000s.
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Prism Light Pod
Using innovative software and power distribution, Prism Light Pod uses
near-infrared light to optimize healing for six specific use-cases:
Performance Recovery
Chronic Pain Relief
Injury & Wound Healing
Arthritis & Joint Pain Relief
Weight-Loss
Skin Toning & Anti-Aging

Light-emitting diodes (LED) is a two-lead semiconductor
light source. It uses a p–n junction diode which emits light when
activated. When the suitable voltage is applied to the leads, electrons
recombine with electron holes within the device which releases energy in
the form of photons (light), this effect is called electroluminescence. The
color of the light (corresponding to the energy of the photon) is determined
by the energy band gap of the semiconductor.
With Prism Light Pod, 14,000 cold laser LEDs deliver 100 milliwatts per
centimeter squared (mW/cm2) of near-infrared irradiance to maximize red
light therapy healing. Our LEDs are rated at 10-year lifespan, equivalent to
approximately 100,000 hours.
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The Difference with Prism
Light Pod
Prism’s red light surrounds the body with 360 degrees of authentic
photobiomodulation therapy. The LEDs within the light pod are absorbed
into the mitochondria of tissue, muscles, nerves, and bones for deep
healing. Our system penetrates deeper than the fluorescent beds and
does not disperse lighting like the fluorescent gas-tubes. Without the use
of heat-based lasers, the unit stays cooler than fluorescent lighting and
does not possess any harmful gas or UV-Rays.
The system’s LED dosage is specifically synchronized to each of the six
targeted use-cases and to the power distribution which automatically
turns the lights on and off after a 15-minute session. Prism Light Pod has
been uniquely engineered to support 110-volt electrical outlets, while our
competitors designed their systems for 220V outlets which require an
additional $4,000-$5,000 of electrical re-plumbing costs. Our light pods
are very dense including 2 ½ times more energy efficient LEDs than our
closest competitor. (Competition costs 40% more)
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Prism Full-Body
Cold-Laser Light Pod vs.
Fluorescent Red-Light Beds
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PRISM LIGHT POD

ABOUT PRISM LIGHT POD
FOUNDED IN 2016, PRISM LIGHT POD MANUFACTURES AND SELLS THE
INDUSTRY’S MOST ADVANCED FULL-BODY COLD-LASER SYSTEM FOR
PERFORMANCE RECOVERY, PAIN MANAGEMENT, WEIGHT-LOSS AND
ANTI-AGING. PRISM LIGHT POD IS HEADQUARTERED IN DENVER, CO AND
DISTRIBUTES ITS PRODUCTS WORLDWIDE.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON PRISM LIGHT POD
VISIT OUR WEBSITE: WWW.PRISMLIGHTPOD.COM
EMAIL US AT INFOPRISMLIGHTPOD@GMAIL.COM
CALL US AT (720) 231-5384
FOLLOW PRISM LIGHT POD ON LINKEDIN, YOUTUBE, INSTAGRAM,
FACEBOOK AND TWITTER.
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